In this paper, we describe an ongoing experiment which aims to extend Hungarian WordNet with new verb-noun relations that specify selectional restrictions for various argument positions. We present an algorithm that uses frequency data from a representative corpus and information from a verb frame description database to generate sets of semantic classes, represented by WN hypernym sub-networks. The method intends to cover all possible argument positions of verbs found in the corpus which are marked by various case inflections or postposition particles. The new links in HuWN are assigned corpus-based probabilities. We present some preliminary results and discuss some of the arising issues.
Introduction
Since its first release in 1985, Princeton WordNet (PWN) (Fellbaum, 1998) has become a de facto standard lexical semantic resource for natural language processing research and applications. Its availability, vast lexical coverage and solid development over the years helped it achieve a prominent status.
Over its history, a number of possibilities for improvement of WN have become evident. From the NLP user's perspective, one of PWN's weaknesses lies in the low number of cross-part-ofspeech semantic relationships it defines. Most of the existing relations across the different sub-networks for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are morphological (derivational) connections, e.g. research (verb)-researcher (noun), engage (verb)-engagement (noun) etc.
In this paper, we describe an ongoing experiment whose goal is to automatically extend Hungarian WordNet with verb-noun relations that reflect selectional preferences observed in a representative corpus. We try to automatically generalize classes of concepts (hyponym sub-graphs) that represent typical arguments for certain syntactic verb-noun relations, e.g. {to eat}-{food}, {to write}-{written material} etc. This information will be used, for example, in a project that aims to construct a novel parser for Hungarian that will in part rely on deep semantic processing of the input (Prószéky 2013) .
Hungarian WordNet (HuWN) (Miháltz et al., 2008) follows the principles underlying the EuroWordNet and BalkaNet projects (Vossen, 1999 , Tufiş et al., 2004 . It uses Princeton Wordnet (version 2.0) as its inter-lingual index, meaning that the majority of Hungarian synsets are mapped to English WN synsets. HuWN contains localizations of the Balkanet Core Set synsets, plus additional concepts totaling 42,000 synsets. In addition to the standard semantic relations found in PWN it introduces new relations to reflect some intrinsic properties of Hungarian (Kuti et al., 2008) .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we briefly cover some points about verb argument syntax and semantics and present our goals. Section 3 presents related work, which is followed by the description of our proposed algorithm and the presentation of some preliminary results. The paper ends with a discussion of further work and our conclusions.
Background
In Hungarian, the syntactic roles of verb arguments (complements) are reflected by any of 18-34 different morphological case markings (exact number depending on the chosen linguistic theory) or by various postposition particles. Connections between verbs and their nominal arguments show a range of types. On the one extreme, there are idiomatic, non-compositional verb-argument relationships where a certain sense of a verb only accepts a specific lexical element in a certain argument position, e.g.: hangot ad valaminek ("to give voice[case=ACC] to something": express one's opinion about sg), issza a szavát ("to drink someonone's words": to listen closely to someone), tenyerén hordoz ("to carry someone around on the palm of one's hand": to pamper someone) etc. On the other extreme, there are verbs that impose semantic selectional restrictions on their preferred arguments. These arguments belong to (one or more) specific semantic classes: to eat something (food), to write something (piece of writing), to spill something (liquid) etc. These semantic classes can productively predict which lexical items these verbs will prefer in given argument positions.
The goal of the project described in this paper is to find automatic methods in order to extend Hungarian WordNet with instances of a new type of semantic relation that links verb synsets with their typical nominal argument classes. Each of these new relation instances will have two associated properties: morphosyntactic information (the case mark or postposition) identifying the given argument position, and the strength of the connection, expressed as a probability estimated from the corpus based on the frequency of usage. For instance, the connection {to drink}- [case=acc, p=.87 ]-{liquid} designates that the arguments of the verb drink carrying an accusative case mark (direct object position) will fall into the semantic class represented by {liquid} with 87% probability (as observed in the corpus.) The synset {liquid} here represents itself and all its direct and indirect hyponyms, thus it also represents a class of related concepts.
Related Work
Charting selectional preferences is a key step in the semantic processing of written language. It involves determining which word meanings are frequent and/or allowed in a specific syntactic context of another given word. Following work by Resnik (1996 Resnik ( , 1998 , several studies relied on WordNet in the detection of selectional preferences (Clark and Weir, 2002 , Ye, 2004 , Calvo et al., 2005 .
While recent approaches have focused on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) methods (Ritter et al., 2010 , Guo and Diab, 2013 , Rink and Harabagiu, 2013 , we present an approach that more closely resembles Resnik (1998) . It is applied to resources in Hungarian, which has not been researched previously before. Our work does not only focus on the classic problem of verb-direct object selectional preferences but all possible syntactic types of arguments (20+ in Hungarian) are considered, as recommended by Brockmann and Lapata (2003) .
In contrast to approaches that only aim to define which set of words are preferred as arguments of given verbs (e.g. Erk, 2007 , Tian et al., 2013 , Rink and Harabagiu, 2013 , in line of the approach outlined by Resnik (1998) and also adapted by Guo and Diab (2013) , our research attempts to assign semantic class labels to verb argument positions, which define selectional preferences. This enables us to accomplish our goal, extending Hungarian WordNet with a new type of verb-noun (verb-argument) relation.
Methods
We propose an algorithm which takes a set of words (frequency list of nouns in a certain argument position of a given verb from a representative corpus) and returns a weighted list of WordNet synsets that represent them (semantic classes/generalizations representing the argument position). The resulting synsets (and the hyponym sub-graphs that they represent) should satisfy the following conditions as much as possible:
Coverage: the synset and its hyponym descendants should contain as much input corpus words as possible.
Density: the hyponym sub-graph should cover as few words as possible which were not included in the input word list.
Meaningful generalizations: the output synset and its hyponym sub-graph should express a generalization of the meanings of the corpus words in the verb argument position, but it should not be too generous. For e.g. assigning {entity} to all verb arguments has little or no ben-efit as it does not give insights to the semantic preference characteristic of different verbs.
Automatic word sense disambiguation: if a word associated to a verb as an argument in the corpus has several meanings in WN, we expect the algorithm to yield relations that link the verb only to the sense(s) relevant for that argument position.
Our algorithm works as follows: 1. First, it generates all possible paths from all WN synsets that contain the input words to the root nodes in the hypernym hierarchies. All the synsets at all points in all these paths are considered as representatives of candidate semantic classes.
2. This is followed by filtering of the candidates: eliminate those candidate synsets that represent only a single corpus word and which are (1 or more degree) hypernyms of the synset that contain the word. This step is applied to omit some of the candidates that present no generalization information.
3. Next, the algorithm scores the remaining candidates based on two factors: coverage (how many input words they cover) and density (number of synsets representing input words covered by the sub-graph of a candidate to the total size of the sub-graph.) The following formula is used to calculate the score for candidate synset c (where subgr(c) is the hyponym subgraph starting from synset c and I c is the subset of all input words that are covered by subgr(c)): 4. The top N candidate synsets are returned based on the ranking. To ensure disambiguation of input words with respect to the verb argument position, the following procedure is applied: if there are any 2 candidate synsets in the list that each contain different senses of the same input word, then the lower-ranked candidate is eliminated and the N+1. ranked candidate is added to the list. This is repeated until there are no more ambiguities.
New verb-noun relations can be added to the WN network in which the verb argument positions are semantic classes represented by the winning candidates. Link probabilities are calculated using the corpus frequencies of the input words covered by the classes (see Section 6.)
We used the database of the Verb Argument Browser (VAB) project (Sass, 2008) , which was constructed from the 187 million-word Hungarian National Corpus (Váradi, 2002) . In VAB, a simple rule-based parser was used to identify clauses, finite verbs and noun phrases (heads and their morphosyntactic properties: cases and postpositions) in all sentences of the corpus. From this, for each verb in the corpus, we extracted frequency lists of all the nouns it co-occurred with, grouped by different case markings and postpositions.
To determine the possible argument structures of each verb in the corpus (number of arguments and their morphosyntactic constraints), we relied on the lexical database of the MetaMorpho Hungarian-English machine translation system's syntactic parser (Prószéky et al., 2004) . It contains 33,000 verb frame descriptions (argument structures for various senses) for more than 18,000 Hungarian verbs. During the construction of Hungarian Wordnet, verb synsets were linked to the corresponding verb frame descriptions in this database (Miháltz et al., 2008) . This information can be used to unambiguously determine the verb synsets that will participate in the newly generated selectional preference relations.
We used a subset of the MetaMorpho syntactic analyzer's rules to identify verb argument structures in the 20.24 million sentence clauses that constitute the basis of the Verb Argument Browser database. This was done to refine the contents of the VAB database, because 1) it employed a less sophisticated parser, 2) it does not differentiate between verb complements and optional modifiers (adjuncts). By using the parser, we were able to focus on the true complements. We obtained 32,000 different verb argument frequency lists for 25,500 different verb frames to run our selectional preference class identification algorithm on.
Results and Discussion
Since we are still working on an evaluation methodology to compare the output of our algorithm against the judgments of human annotators, we demonstrate our results on some relevant examples. Table 1 shows 6 selected verb argument positions (with argument cases indicated) along with the top ranked HuWN synsets that were identified as preferred semantic classes with our algorithm. We also present the top 5 semantic classes obtained from the nouns found in the accusative argument position of the verb iszik (to drink) with their calculated scores in Looking at WN's hierarchy, we see that {liq-uid} subsumes {beverage, drink} which in turn subsumes {alcohol, alcoholic drink}. But which of these do we exactly want to link {drink} (verb) to? Selecting the most general and most highly ranked category will lead us to choose {liquid}. From a different point of view, however, {beverage, drink} could be more relevant, since not all liquids are drinkable. For some applications indicating the strong association with {alcohol, alcoholic drink} could also be important. By preserving the top N semantic classes representing arguments and their degrees of association in the proposed new links, we intend to give an opportunity for future users of our data to freely decide these questions according to their needs.
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Future Work
Currently we are working on refining our methods. When an evaluation methodology becomes available, it will be possible to fine-tune the candidate scoring formula and to experiment with the best way to assign link probabilities. Additional information that can be used includes corpus frequencies of input words, the depths of the candidate synsets in the hypernym networks and the average distance of the corpus words' synsets from the sub-graphs' root nodes.
As we showed, our method assigns noun frequency lists to verbal argument positions and proposes WN synsets that are most likely to describe selectional preferences. However, argument positions within a verb frame are not independent of each other. It is often the case that binding one of the arguments (assigning a lexical item to that position) entails special selectional preference conditions on another argument position. Examples are ad ACC (give something) in the case of hírt ad DEL ("give news about sg": to report sg), or húz ACC (to pull something) with the argument hasznot húz ELA ("pull profit from sg": to profit from sg). As it is also stressed by de Cruys (2010), in the future it is important for us to advance towards a multi-argument model that is able to detect complex verbal units like hírt ad, hasznot húz etc. and able to identify selectional preferences for their additional arguments.
According to Mechura (2010) , categories in WN do not completely correspond to selectional preferences, and asks the question: "what should an ontology actually look like if it were to reflect accurately the semantic types involved in selectional preferences?" Examining classes that our algorithm assigns with high probabilities may lead to the answer.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described a proposed method to automatically enrich Hungarian WordNet with new verb selectional preference relations, which could be useful for semantic text processing tasks. The results may also be beneficial for psycholinguistic research by giving insights to the nature of some of the cross-part-of-speech relationships within the mental lexicon.
